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Bridge Run After Party
This Saturday starting at 9AM
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HOT Breakfast Biscuits
$10 or 2 for $16
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Sister location reservations - Book at our sister locations for dinner!
Mesu reservations
Sister location reservations - Book at our sister locations for dinner!
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the video sound on or off
Dress to Impress!
 Dress Code
We do not allow the following:
	Jordans of any kind
	High-top athletic sneakers
	Jerseys / tank tops of any kind
	Pants / shorts must have a belt loop and must be worn around waist
	Athletic shorts
	Ripped jeans with graphic t-shirts
	Slippers or slides
	Crocs
	Shower flip flops or non designer flip flops



map marker pin462 King Street, Charleston, SC 29403


Experience
 OUR LOUNGE
Live dj's every night with vip tables available.
As the evening heats up step inside to the gold standard of Charleston nightlife. Book a VIP table or settle at the bar. Our DJ lineup keeps the party going all night. 


Explore
 OUR GARDEN
COMPLETE WITH LIVE MUSIC, OUTDOOR BAR,
AND SPACIOUS LOUNGE
Charleston’s only street level garden remains the place to be seen. With live entertainment every day of the week, the city’s best happy hour transforms into an evening swarm of Champagne and cocktails. VIP tables starting at 10:00pm. Available for both daytime and evening private events.


                    VIP table request                                           vip reservation





Discover
 OUR FOOD
COMPLETE WITH LIVE MUSIC,
OUTDOOR BAR, AND SPACIOUS LOUNGE
Enjoy our shared plates and comfort foods. From an afternoon Charcuterie & Cheese Plate to Chicken & Waffles at Sunday Brunch, we’re sure you’ll find something to carry you
 through
 the evening..


                    View our menu                                           see the menu
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Reviews
Review by - Yelp

                  Kelly D:
                  


Fun place for a Saturday night. Crowd skews college age, but we still enjoyed the DJ, drinks and patio.



Review by - Yelp

                  Debbie D:
                  


We stopped at this quaint restaurant on our way out of town. We loved the fish and chips and the Popcorn shrimp. This Gen-xer loved the 90's playlist. We will definitely return on our next trip to Charleston.



Review by - Yelp

                  Terrence J:
                  


Great place to hang out at absolutely enjoyed the outside patio with my guest.  Good food laid back atmosphere



Review by - Yelp

                  Brendan S:
                  


...We came in for one drink and I'm writing this review half drunk BC I didn't want to leave these people + singer. Really impressed. Thanks for all your hard work



Review by - Yelp

                  Kelly A:
                  


The acoustic band playing outside was awesome. A nice relaxing atmosphere for a Sunday evening with great drinks.
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Location

462 King Street
Charleston, SC
29403


Hours


                        Mon, Tue                    

                        4:00 PM - 2:00 AM                    

                        Wed                    

                        2:00 PM - 2:00 AM                    

                        Sun, Thur, Fri, Sat                    

                        12:00 PM - 2:00 AM                    


Find us on...

Twitter pageFacebook pageInstagram pageYelp page

Contact us

(843)-724-7400
info@republicreign.com
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We strive to make our website accessible to everybody. Learn More.


